DIAMOND EXECUTIVE2000
KIT #: T2000-200
Model #: T2000-200
FORD
Full-size Van

'99 GRAPHIC PLACEMENT

TD-103 DRIVER MAIN GRAPHIC
TD-104 PASSENGER MAIN GRAPHIC

TDH-102 DRIVER SPORT TOP GRAPHIC
TDH-103 PASSENGER SPORT TOP GRAPHIC

TD-100 2" UPPER MAIN BODY STRIPE
TD-101 7/8" MAIN BODY STRIPE
TD-102 1/4" SOLID ACCENT STRIPE

T1 SMALL WORLD LOGO
T2 TIARA SCRIPT LOGO
T8 DIAMOND EXECUTIVE LOGO

TDH-100 7/8" MAIN BODY STRIPE
TDH-101 1/4" SOLID ACCENT STRIPE
T3 LARGE WORLD LOGO